Abstract -Estimating the text preprocessing algorithms in machine learning classification task helps to select the most accurate combination of word embedding text processing algorithms to map the test data samples to appropriate labels. Increasing the accuracy in classification of text data improves afterwards the response to queries in search engines and gives more relevant results. This work includes several preprocess text data techniques and their combinations for following sentence classification by using support vector machine (SVM).
INTRODUCTION
Text classification is one of the important fields of artificial intelligence that includes Natural language processing, machine learning [1] [2] and deep learning techniques [3] [4] [5] . The automation of the text classification process gives ability to classify and store documents (or metadata with link associated with web document) by topics. In search engines it helps to search document not only by the keywords that exist in the content of document but also by the additional semantic term that text classifier added to the searched web content. Also, the classification helps to store content metadata in the backend in sorted and structured way. The search engine becomes more relevant.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The goal of this work is to use varios text preprocessing methods and their combinations to review and analyzing text data which was gathered (mined) from the internet for the further text classification process. The classification in this work is done on the text data. So, because of the labeled data the classification method belongs to a field of supervised learning.
There are many machine-learning and deeplearning methods for a supervised learning. In this work the different representing words techniques will be processed by the SVM (support vector machine) [6] with different kernel functions and other exclusively belonged to SVM's parameters. The problem of the text data that machinelearning algorithms such as SVM cannot handles this type of data. The only data representation that can be fitted by ML models are the number representation of the model. This type of data representation calls feature-vector. All the preprocess techniques that presented in this work use to transform the mined text data to feature vectors.
III.
TEXT PREPROCESSING
Text processing in Natural Language Processing (NLP) represents the mapping process between the word (or phrase, document or even documents' clusters, depends on the granularity of selected data and task) and numerical value. To produce such data representation the following approaches are used. There are two main strategies to separate word embedding:
 The strategy based on frequency  The strategy based on predictions.
The prediction-based vectors used to predict the next word. To predict a text data there are popular methods such as continues bag of words (CBOW) [7] and SkipGram [8] . The text data that processed by these methods are processed by machine learning or deep neuron networks models. The frequency based methods. In current work, all methods to classify the text data are frequency based.
A. The Vector Space Model
The Vector space model [9] [10] also known as traditional method represented as one-hot binary vector. Where vector's size equals to the total unique documents' vocabulary. In this binary vector representation: one -DOI: 10.25045/NCInfoSec.2018.43 "İnformasiya təhlükəsizliyinin aktual multidissiplinar elmi-praktiki problemləri" IV respublika konfransı, 14 dekabr 2018-ci il shows the index position where certain word existed, other one zeros respectively. The implementation of this data structure is easy, but it uses huge amount of memory because of redundant zeros. One solution for memory optimization -is to create data structure where instead of very long vector sets of zeros there is special key with number which shows number of zeros between ones. But even such optimization saves memory to store data, but not during the processing where data must be converted again to the one-hot binary vector.
Second problem with such representation of data that it not stores semantic information about stored data. Traditional model not belongs to a frequency or predictionbased models because this representation of the word embedding shows only the existence of text in data in whole corpus and not shows the number of occurrence and sequence.
B. Count based model
The count-based model unlike the traditional method stores number of words that appears in corpus the documents. If the number of the unique words appeared in the document is and the number of the document is then the matrix size that stores the whole data representation must be * .
The number of appeared words gives additional information about the word value. As well as in the traditional method the count-based model is easy to program, but the cons of this approach is that not always the word that is repeating more has more values. For example, in English language the articles such as "the", "a" repeat many times in the docutments but they cannot be considered as determined factor for the classification of document's text. Considering the sample that given below
C. TF-IDF
TF-IDF [11] [12] stand for -"term frequencyinverse document frequency". Unlike count based model, TF-IDF based on idea that if word has appeared in most of the documents, then probably that word is not relevant to a document. For example: "and", "the", "or" they appear in most of the text documents, but they don't give meaning to documents' semantic.
The relevant term must appear many times in small group of documents from the observed document corpus. This observation can be described mathematically. TF -the proportion of term number appearing in one document to the number of words in the particular document. And IDF is the logarithmic proportion of total number of documents to the number of documents where the term appears. IV. MODEL One of the popular methods in machine-learning to classify the samples on different categories is the support vector machine (SVM) [6] . There are different types of SVM models: linear and non-linear. Linear If the samples that must be classified separated linearly then the idea based on the "optimal" boundary of linear hyperplane that separates one set of samples from the other. -weight coefficient, -bias. Consider the black dots are the set + and the white dots is other set − respectively. The length between trained which located on the opposite sites (the margin) is calculated by
Because the aim is to maximize the margin. The optimization is considered as ‖ ̅ ‖ = minimize subject to ( + ) ≥ ,
The optimization provided by Lagrange's [13] [14] multipliers method. 
V. EXPERIMENT
The dataset that was used in presented work is "20 Newsgroups"
1 . This dataset was collected by Ken Lang and it represents the collection of approximately 20,000 newsgroup documents. The data is mapped into 20 different groups (table II) but not preprocessed as vectors of numbered data. For this experience the various combination of preprocessing algorithms was used (table 3) . In first and second experience the datasets passed through stemming [15] with respect to English language dictionary. For data stemming the Natural Language Toolkit NLTK 2 standard library was used. The stemming increases probability of mapped data to the data labels.
Then TF-IDF algorithm created vector of numbered data. After TF-IDF word-embedding process the dataset was separated on 80% of train and 20% of test parts. For training datasets in first experience the linear SVM with logistic regression was used. The accuracy after testing was about ≈81,67%. In second experiment the same preprocess method TF-IDF with stemming was used but with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [16] optimization technique the accuracy was increased ≈82,38% .
After the same preprocessing method and model the SGD shows better results therefore the same optimization technique was used in third and fourth experiment. In fourth and fifth experiments the filtered ngram techniques with combination of TF-IDF was used to preprocess the data for the linear SVM model with SGD. In third experiment the n-grams with sizes 1 and 2 was selected. The results show that classification accuracy increased to ≈89.791%. In fourth experiment additional ngrams filters with sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 was added and the accuracy was increased ≈92.456. 
VI. CONCLUSION
As experiments show the different combinations of text data preprocessing algorithms plays significant role in machine learning classification field. Even when the model to train data was selected the same (in case of this work SVM)
